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Abstract: The increasing interconnections of city services, the explosion of available urban data, and the need for multidisciplinary analysis and decision making for city sustainability require new technological solutions to cope with such complexity. Ontologies have become viable and effective tools to practitioners for developing applications requiring data and process interoperability, big data management, and automated reasoning on knowledge. We investigate how and to what extent ontologies have been used to support smart city services and we provide a comprehensive reference on what problems have been addressed and what has been achieved so far with ontology-based applications. To this purpose, we conducted a systematic literature review finalized to presenting the ontologies, and the methods and technological systems where ontologies play a relevant role in shaping current smart cities. Based on the result of the review process, we also propose a classification of the sub-domains of the city addressed by the ontologies we found, and the research issues that have been considered so far by the scientific community. We highlight those for which semantic technologies have been mostly demonstrated to be effective to enhance the smart city concept and, finally, discuss in more details about some open problems.
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1. Introduction

Smart city is a fuzzy concept encompassing both city services and available technological infrastructures that enable them [1]. A smart city is a complex cyber-socio-technical system [2] where humans, cyber artifacts, and technical systems interact together to the purpose of achieving a goal related to the quality of life in urban areas. This system is empowered by services for monitoring and awareness building on the status of the city by sensing anthropic and environmental phenomena, such as traffic and weather conditions, and by analyzing and integrating the collected data. Furthermore, technological services devoted to fulfilling the needs of citizens and protecting their lives are also emerging, concerning, for instance, environmental and critical infrastructures protection, public safety, and economic activities. According to [3], a precondition for building a smart city is the construction of sectorial applications, which encompass the construction of wireless infrastructures, smart home, smart transportation, smart public services, social management, smart urban management, smart medical treatment, green city, and smart tourism. An alternative conceptual view of a smart city is proposed by Chourabi et al. [4], which propose to focus on success factors dealing with management and organization, technology, governance, policy context, people and communities, economics, built infrastructure, and natural environment.

The interlinking between the smart city concept and available technologies have been treated by several surveys and systematic literature reviews from different perspectives. Among them, we cite works studying smart cites from the big data management perspective [5–7], those from the perspective of smart city services and platforms [8,9], those from
the artificial intelligence applications perspective [10–12], and those from more specific applications such as recommender systems [1] and risk management [13].

According to Silva et al. [14], sustainability is among the challenges for a practical implementation of a smart city as it links to better quality of life. In particular, a sustainable city has the ability to uphold the balance of ecosystem with, respectively, infrastructure and governance, energy and climate change, pollution and waste, and, finally, social issues, economics and health. To achieve it, decision makers need to cope with the complexity and variety of available urban knowledge and data by leveraging tools aware of the interdependencies between the above mentioned city aspects.

The focus of our study is on development and usage of ontologies to build shared awareness on the various aspects of the smart city and create the ground for development of smart services, such as technologies for sustainable cities as shown by our findings. To this aim, we adopted a bottom-up approach to retrieve both works on ontologies and the smart city sectors addressed by them. An ontology is a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [15,16]. It is a conceptual model of a part of reality, which includes interlinked concepts concerning a given application domain [17]. This is a valuable facility to cope with the smart city complexity and the related need for multidisciplinary knowledge. Initiatives to build ontologies addressing the smart city as a whole, such as the Km4City ontology [18], or for ontology catalogues [19,20], are indeed some relevant steps on this objective. However, the system-of-systems view of the smart city hinders the possibility of having a unique and complete ontology to cover the various technological and application-specific needs. Moreover, during our analysis, we realized that various sectorial ontologies have been built, but several of them are not publicly available as artifacts, or they are not maintained over time (e.g., some of those linked by [19]). Furthermore, our work demonstrates that there was a need for a rigorous study: which ontologies are in place to be used currently, what knowledge the ontologies presented in the papers represent, and what types of ontology applications described by the research community enable the improvement of smart city services.

More specifically, the aim of the present work is to answer the following research questions by means of a systematic literature review. (RQ1) To which smart city sectors ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies have been applied to date? (RQ2) For which technological areas ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies provide an added value? (RQ3) For each of the above mentioned sectors, which are the issues faced, and the most relevant ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies used? (RQ4) To which smart city sectors semantic technologies have been mostly applied?

The systematic literature review was performed according to a process consisting of three phases: planning and design, papers gathering and semantic analysis, and takeaways. The first phase aims at defining the objectives of the review, the scope of the analysis, and the steps to be performed. The second phase aims at defining the steps required to automatically and manually analyse information on papers retrieved by the SCOPUS database. The last phase concerns answering the above mentioned research questions and reporting the main findings.

The main observation following the result of the literature analysis is that technological innovation contributes to enhancement of the smart city concept but it also opens new challenges and opportunities. Although several ontologies, projects, and applications have been already developed, especially for some sectors, they do not provide full solutions to the problems they address. Furthermore, as the smart city concept is evolving from both societal and technological perspectives, there is continuous room for up-to-date semantics-enabled applications to support decision making and smart city services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed description of the systematic literature review process. Section 3 presents the outcome of the analysis structured according to the identified smart city sectors. The answers to the research ques-
tions are summarized in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions and highlights some research problems for the developers of smart city ontologies and applications.

Furthermore, given the wide domain of analysis, the paper has a modular structure so that, for the convenience of the reader, the findings related to the smart city as a whole may be read independently from the in-depth sectors-based results. Accordingly, readers interested in a general overview of smart cities ontologies and their semantic applications may focus on Sections 1 and 4; readers interested in the technical aspects concerning how this systematic literature review was performed are addressed in Section 2; and, finally, readers interested only in specific sectors (e.g., energy, or home) can read the corresponding subsections of Section 3.

2. The Systematic Literature Review Process

The overall aim of the systematic literature review was to identify and analyze the most relevant papers related to ontology applications for smart cities to the purpose of answering to some research questions related to the current uses of semantic technologies for smart city services and to the next challenges to be addressed (see Introduction). To this purpose, we defined a process starting from the systematic methodologies followed by the authors of existing reviews and surveys addressing smart cities, which are available in the literature [1,5–8,10,11,13]. The process that we defined consists of the following three phases:

• Planning & design;
• Papers gathering & semantic analysis;
• Takeaways.

Each phase consists of steps that were performed either automatically or by manually inspecting the collected papers.

The outline of the overall systematic literature review process is depicted in Figure 1, whereas the steps are detailed in the next subsections.

2.1. Planning and Design

This phase aims at defining the aim of this study and at designing a rigorous methodological approach to be followed for the review. It consists of two steps, which are described as it follows.

Define research questions. This step aims at defining the research questions for this literature review. To this purpose, the research questions that were defined have two high level purposes: analyzing and classifying previous research on applications of ontologies for smart cities and identifying relevant topics to be addressed by semantic technologies in the next future. The four research questions are presented in the Introduction and in the following text boxes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ1. Research question 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To which smart city sectors ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies have been applied to date?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ2. Research question 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For which technological areas ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies provide an added value?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ3. Research question 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For each of the above mentioned sectors, which are the issues faced, and the most relevant ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies used?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RQ4. Research question 4  
To which smart city sectors semantic technologies have been mostly applied?

*Design systematic literature review process.* The aim of this step is to define a methodological process, which preserves the objectivity needed in automating the selection process of the scientific papers and guarantees the flexibility required to include in the analysis the relevant scientific papers that were not discovered automatically. The overall process is graphically represented as UML (Unified Modeling Language) activity diagram in Figure 1.

2.2. Knowledge Gathering and Semantic Analysis

This phase consists of 9 steps and has two primary goals. The former is to define the scope of the analysis by automatically collecting a set of papers from SCOPUS [21], which is the Elsevier’s abstract and citation database. Our systematic literature review relies just on SCOPUS and not also on Web of Science (WoS) because the keywords available in SCOPUS are more specific than the topics available in WoS. Moreover, the coverage of SCOPUS is larger than that of WoS [22]. Furthermore, as specified later, the possible limit of SCOPUS-based only articles has been overcome in the snowballing and final selection phase. The SCOPUS database is to make a partially automated semantic analysis to classify the sectors and technological areas they address.

**SCOPUS query formulation.** This step provides the means to define the scope of the analysis. We identified some “seed terms” for the sectors we wanted to address and other ones for the semantic technologies. The seed terms for the sectors are: smart city, smart energy, smart home, smart transportation, smart building, and smart health. The ones for the semantic technologies are: ontology, semantics, similarity reasoning, and semantic reasoning. Then, we defined the time range for the papers. This spans the 1990–2021 year interval. The formulated query is included in the following text box.

**SCOPUS query**

```
```

**Query execution and papers retrieval.** We queried the SCOPUS database on the 28 January 2021 and we retrieved 1546 papers concerning smart cities and semantic technologies. For each paper, we retrieved the authors, the title, the type of publication (i.e., journal, conference, workshop or book), the year of the publication, the number of citations, and other data as the doi, the url, the number of pages, the journal volume, and/or the journal number. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the papers by year. There is a clear cut evidence that there is an increasing interest on these topics by the scientific community.
Figure 1. Systematic literature review process.
Keywords extraction. In this step we extracted the keywords assigned by SCOPUS to the papers. 149 papers out of 1546 have no keywords. The overall number of keywords is 8448, as one paper can be annotated by more than one keyword.

Keywords pruning. To the purpose of considering the most relevant topics, we considered only keywords with frequency higher than 5. After a further human-based evaluation, the resulting set consisted of 497 keywords.

Sectors identification. This step concerns the research question RQ1. We analysed the 497 keywords and we divided them in two sets. The former concerns those keywords pertaining specific smart city sectors whereas the latter concerns those related to constructs, models, methods, and technologies not depending on any specific sector. Then, we analysed the first set to the purpose of classifying the keywords in sectors. We identified the following 14 smart city sectors: communities, crisis management, eLearning, economics, energy, environment, health, home, public administration, risk management, security, social systems, sustainable development, and urban planning. A summary of these smart city sectors and the related SCOPUS keywords is presented in Figure 3 and in the Appendix A in Table A1.

Identification of ACM macro-areas. This step concerns the research question RQ2. We analysed the second set of SCOPUS keywords concerning constructs, models, methods, and technologies (see the previous step) and we classified them according to technological areas. To this purpose, we organised these keywords according to the ACM Computing Classification System (CCS) [23], which is a widely known taxonomy in the field of computer science. We classified the keywords according to the following 13 high level ACM CCS topics: applied computing, computer systems organization, computing methodologies, general purpose technology or method, hardware, human-centered computing, information systems, mathematics of computing, networks, security and privacy, social and professional topics, software and its engineering, and theory of computation. For the sake of brevity in the following, we refer to these high level ACM CCS topics as ACM macro areas. A summary of the ACM macro areas and the related SCOPUS keywords is presented in Figure 3 and in the Appendix A in Table A2.

Papers classification. In this step we classified each paper annotated with some of the selected 497 SCOPUS keywords. Indeed, we annotated a paper with a sector if it contains at least one of the corresponding SCOPUS keywords (see Table A1). In case the paper could not be annotated with any sector, we annotated it with the “virtual” sector named “other sectors”. Similarly, we annotated a paper with an ACM macro area, if it contains at least one of the corresponding SCOPUS keywords (see Table A2). In case the paper could not be annotated with any ACM macro areas, we annotated it with the “virtual” area named “other methods and technologies”. Following this approach, a single paper can be
associated to more sectors and/or more ACM macro areas. A summary of the outcome of this step is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Summary of the outcome of the papers classification activity.

Papers pruning. This step consists in screening all the papers to the purpose of identifying the most relevant ones. To this aim, we followed several selection criteria as, for instance, the type of publication, the number of citations, and also the originality and relevance of the treated topics. In fact, journal papers or papers with a higher number of citations were assigned a higher priority during the analysis of the literature. At the end of this step, the resulting set of paper consisted of 57 papers.

Snowballing and final selection. This step consists in searching for other relevant papers that were not included in the list of papers retrieved from SCOPUS. To this purpose, we looked to the list of references of the above-mentioned 57 papers and we performed tailored searches by using google scholar and ResearchGate. We followed again the same selection criteria. At the end of this step, we selected further 80 papers. Hence, the overall number of papers for this systematic literature review consisted in 137 papers.

2.3. Takeaways

This phase consists in a detailed analysis of the papers with the aim of answering to the three remaining research questions (i.e., RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3). It consists of two steps, which are detailed in the following.

Papers analysis and reporting. In this step we analysed in details the papers. The goal was to identify the issues, the developed ontologies, and the available services and technologies for each sector. The report of this analysis is presented in the next section.

Answering research questions. This step consists in answering to the research questions. The answers are reported in Section 4.
3. Sectorial Results

The findings of the literature analysis are provided in this section. Specifically, the results for the smart city sectors are described in individual sub-sections, all with the same structure. Given a smart city sector, to answer (RQ2), the distribution of the papers in the ACM research areas is first discussed. Then, to answer (RQ3), for that application sector, we identified the issues addressed by the research works, the domain ontologies developed, and the services and technologies built by means of ontology-based approaches related to one or more of the listed issues. In particular, the described issues either refer to current research opportunities or to technological problems for which full or partial solutions are provided; the domain ontologies that have been listed either are publicly available as an artefact, or they are described in enough details in the papers; finally, the technologies and/or services refer to methods, architectures and systems that use ontologies, combined with other techniques, to reach their objectives.

The identified sectors and the related subsections are as the following: communities (see Section 3.1), crisis management (see Section 3.2), economics (see Section 3.3), eLearning (see Section 3.4), energy (see Section 3.5), environment (see Section 3.6), health (see Section 3.7), home (see Section 3.8), public administration (see Section 3.9), risk management (see Section 3.10), security (see Section 3.11), social systems (see Section 3.12), sustainable development (see Section 3.13), and urban planning (see Section 3.14).

3.1. Communities

We retrieved a low overall number of papers for the communities sector. Concerning the ACM macro areas, they mainly address theory of computation. This means that most of the papers addressing communities are related to topics as data and knowledge management.

3.1.1. Issues for Communities

Some of the most relevant papers propose solutions for supporting the creation of smart city communities. One type of community is the energy community [24]. In this domain, the following issues are described: search and retrieval of prosumers, promoting the benefits of joining a smart grid community, identification of the influencers among the prosumers community able to involve the participation of other prosumers, and acting for the community self-sustenance.

3.1.2. Ontologies for Communities

Maret et al. [24] present a semantically enriched data model for supporting mobile end-users in using, creating and customizing virtual communities. The data model covers four main areas: the first one addressing users, by using and extending the FOAF (Friend Of A Friend) vocabulary specification [25]; the second one addressing contents and communities by extending the SIOC (Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities) Core Ontology [26,27], which includes the main concepts and properties to describe knowledge about online communities; the third one addressing services available to users and devoted to content management; and the last one addressing goals and user roles.

3.1.3. Services and Technologies for Communities

Maret et al. [24] present and discuss a smart city scenario where a city makes available a community platform and provides the citizens with different web services including a ride sharing service and a question/answer service related to a train station.

Ciuciu et al. [28] present a semantically-enhanced architecture to support citizens to form communities and influence them about how they should purchase and sell energy in smart grids platforms.

3.2. Crisis Management

According to Figure 3, most of the papers retrieved in this literature review that address both crisis management and application of ontologies and semantic methods and
technologies are related to the following three ACM macro areas: theory of computation, information systems and computing methodologies. This means that, in this sector, semantic technologies are mainly used to support data and knowledge management and information systems to be used in operational context. In the following we present the crisis management issues they face, some of the most relevant crisis management ontologies and some exemplary applications based on semantics.

3.2.1. Issues for Crisis Management

Crisis management is a complex process that encompasses activities related to a crisis event. To cope with this event, these activities are usually subdivided into phases. The most common ones are preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation. According to our scientometric analysis, most of the works related to applications of semantic technologies in this sector mainly cover the preparedness and response phases. In the following we list the issues that we identified in the analysed papers concerning semantics-based applications for crisis management.

The first issue concerns emergency scenario design [29]. This is defined as the process of imagining crisis situations and describing them through models and stories. Emergency scenario design is usually performed in the preparedness phase.

The second issue is situational awareness that is defined as the achievement of an overall picture on a crisis, which includes the perception of elements and comprehension in the current situation and projection of future status [30].

The last issue concerns communication [31,32] and information sharing [33] during emergencies. Both are considered as relevant issues in crisis management [34].

3.2.2. Ontologies for Crisis Management

The Smart Cities & Emergency Management Ontology [29] represents natural and anthropic events that could cause a crisis, impacted services and users, and human services devoted to respond to emergencies. The ontology includes 284 concepts and 117 relationships and is public [35].

The Dynamic Flood Ontology (DFO) [36] is an ontological upper model to represent the spatiotemporal changes occurring in a flood disaster situation. This can be used to make queries relevant during an urban flood scenario to the purpose of situational awareness.

POLARISCO [37] is a modular ontology addressing knowledge of French emergency responders involved in the disaster response process. The ontology consists of 8 modules related to knowledge common to the different crisis actors and knowledge, concerning respectively, firefighters, healthcare units, police ontology, gendarmerie ontology, public authorities, exchanged messages, and healthcare. POLARISCO extends the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [38], which is a widely adopted upper ontology. This ontology is public [39].

ResOnt is an ontology [32] that reuses existing emergency management and upper level ontologies to represent the abstract (e.g., tasks and phases) and material entities (e.g., hazardous materials) involved in an emergencies to the purpose of supporting information exchange between rescue operators.

Empathi [40] is a middle-sized ontology for emergency management and planning about hazard crises [41]. It contains 423 classes and 338 relations and includes concepts as impact, affected population, service, and volunteer support. It aims at capturing and integrating information from different sources such as satellite pictures, sensors and social media content posted by people. It imports several external vocabularies such as GeoNames [42], FOAF, LODE [43], and SIOM.

Finally, Benaben et al. [44] propose COSIMMA, a comprehensive meta-model for representing collaboration during crises. This includes a core metamodel including high level concepts related to collaboration and four packages representing, respectively, the context, the involved partners, the objective, and the behaviour.
3.2.3. Services and Technologies for Crisis Management

M-CREAM [29,45,46] is a web application that aims at supporting creativity in designing crisis scenarios. These are the outcome of a composition of automatically generated atomic fragments, named as mini-stories. This software leverages SPARQL [47] query processing and semantic similarity reasoning.

PROMES [33] is an ontology-based messaging service aimed at supporting information exchange in the response phase, which ensures mutual understanding among stakeholders. In PROMES, a mediator resolves terminology inconsistencies by semantically transforming messages through the POLARISCO ontology.

Hamdaoui et al. [48] propose to build multiple instances of semantic virtual spaces on top of the cloud-enabled IoT (Internet of Things) infrastructure of a smart city to increase, for instance, situational awareness during emergencies. Such semantic virtual spaces are abstractions of the IoT infrastructure that can enable different smart city applications.

Rescue MODES (Medical and Operational Data Exchange System for Rescue operations) is a communication and information exchange system aimed at supporting situation awareness [32] by allowing French emergency actors involved in rescue operations to design system interfaces in a customised way [49]. To this purpose, MODES uses SPARQL queries and the ResOnt ontology.

3.3. Economics

The economics sector deals with all the aspects devoted to increase quality of life by improving citizens condition through new innovative services. As shown by the technical ACM macro areas (see Figure 3) that are addressed by the retrieved papers, this sector concerns also the operational aspects that enable economic transactions at the basis of smart contracts. A smart contract is a contract between agents that is completely or partially performed automatically. It is a key technology for smart cities since it allows more flexibility by avoiding the involvement of a trusted third party [50].

3.3.1. Issues for Economics

The issues of this sector deal with identifying new indicators to assess quality of life of citizens that go beyond GDP and enabling electronic commerce by supporting smart contracts between agents and, hence, their creation, deployment, execution, and completion [50].

3.3.2. Ontologies for Economics

The Global City Indicator Ontology to define how city indicators should be published in the semantic web is presented in [51]. Following this approach, a specific ontology is proposed for each of the following themes: education, shelter, health, transportation, and innovation [52].

Baracho et al. [53,54] proposed the skeleton of a comprehensive ontology for smart cities that mentions the connection of a smart city with business and industry.

The Business Innovation Ontology for smart cities [55,56] aims at representing smart city value proposition by extending the Business Model Ontology proposed by Osterwalder [57]. Value proposition describes the products and services creating value for a specific customer segment. In details, it addresses city services by proposing a service value taxonomy. This concerns: the energy sector, by including value propositions such as solar power and wind power; the living sector, by including value propositions such as coworking and services for travellers; the public and private transportation sector; and the telecommunication sector.

Smart contracts are enabled by blockchain, which is a distributed consensus system that irreversibly stores transaction data in a distributed ledger. This allows to store economic transactions of parties that do not necessarily have to trust each other. In this context, de Kruijf and Weigand [58] propose a blockchain ontology encompassing three different perspectives: the data perspective, focusing on data structures and data manipulation (e.g.,
what is a mainchain or altchain), the knowledge perspective, focusing on the conceptual level of the blockchain (e.g., what is a ledger or a transaction), and the business perspective, dealing with what is created directly or indirectly by communication (e.g., what is an economic transaction or a smart contract).

Similarly, Cantone et al. [59] extended the Ontology for Agents, Systems, and Integration of Services (OASIS) to model also smart contracts and conditionals, which allow to represent restrictions, activation mechanisms triggering agent actions, and constraints and contract terms.

3.3.3. Semantic Services and Technologies for Economics

Choudhury et al. [60] proposed a semantics-based service to automatically generate smart contracts starting from constraints representing blockchain requirements that are stored in ontologies and semantic rules encoded in SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) [61]. These are then incorporated in abstract syntax trees.

Petrović and Tošić [62] proposed a semantics-based approach to verify correctness of smart contracts by leveraging semantic annotations of the smart contract source code combined with semantic representation of domain-specific aspects, such as business logic, domain knowledge, run-time state changes and expert knowledge about vulnerabilities. The system is enabled by SPARQL query processing.

3.4. eLearning

This sector comprises methodological and technological approaches for education by means of IT platforms for distant learning. According to Figure 3, the papers are mostly devoted to computing methodologies, especially artificial intelligence applications to support personalized learning, human-centered computing for the aspects of user-machine communication, information systems and theory of computation, for data and knowledge modelling and management of the learning processes.

3.4.1. Issues for eLearning

Adaptive learning systems [63,64] based on the student’s profile are the most explored applications of information technology in education, where teaching methodologies are combined with new technological services, such as audio and light effects, and gamification [65] to improve engagement. Related to this issue, there are building intelligent tutoring systems [66] to support learning of students.

Diversified needs from different domains lead to development of various domain ontologies. Adult learning [64] and special needs students [67] are two examples, whereas a completely different application is e-learning to build knowledge portals for smart cities [68].

3.4.2. Ontologies for eLearning

The paper [69] presents ontologies for modeling goals, instructional processes and instructional materials. Specifically, IDont is a patterns-based ontological model devoted to instructional design knowledge, at a conceptual level, to map to existing learning methodologies and, at a technical level, to facilitate semi-automation of eLearning Systems. Indeed, IDont can be refined with several modular ontologies for systematic modeling of instructional design. These include: the ContextOntology, for context information and metadata related to various aspects of instructional design; the GoalsOntology, to represent learning goals or outcomes; the RolesOntology and the ProcessOntology to represent roles and the process design; the ContentOntology to model instructional material; the EvalOntology for the details of evaluation linked to the goals; the DomainOntology, to provide domain-specific version of ontology; and, finally, the EnvironmentOntology to describe the environment of the specific learning situation.
OntoGamif [70,71] is an ontology for representing the gamification domain, which includes 7 interlinked subdomains: core gamification, risk, organization, psychology, user, ethics, and evaluation.

Ontology for Gamifying Collaborative Learning Scenarios (OntoGaCLeS) [65] is devoted to supporting the personalization of game design elements in collaborative learning contexts.

3.4.3. Services and Technologies for eLearning

Integ-model [66] is a knowledge model, integrating ontology and frames, to build an intelligent tutoring system. This requires representing the teaching content, the user model, and the pedagogical model, which encompasses knowledge regarding various pedagogical decisions.

Smart-School Care Coordination System (SCCS) [67] is a knowledge-based system to support education, health and social care services for special needs children. The system enables coordination, integration and monitoring of the school care process to provide personalized care interventions based on a predefined care plan.

3.5. Energy

According to Figure 3, most of the papers retrieved in this literature review that address both energy and application of ontologies and semantic methods and technologies are related to theory of computation. This means that, in this sector, semantic technologies are mostly used to support data and knowledge management and, in particular, interoperability of data. In the following we present the energy issues these papers face, some of the most relevant energy ontologies and some exemplary applications based on semantics.

3.5.1. Issues for Energy

Energy is a broad sector that concerns issues from a local scale to a distributed one. In fact, among the retrieved papers, we cite papers covering both applications devoted to manage energy consumption at home and others devoted to manage energy demand response in distributed smart grids. In the following we list some of the most relevant issues that we identified in the retrieved papers.

The first issue concerns managing energy devices in smart homes [72,73] and, hence, ensuring their interoperability, scheduling home appliances in modes and times to optimize energy efficiency and take into account consumer comfort, and monitoring and controlling start and stop and the status of energy appliances.

The second issue is related to creating a community of prosumers [72,73] by supporting, for instance, negotiation for energy trading, balancing between demand and supply, or how to react to special requests from the smart grid to consume more or less due to energy availability or emergency situations, such as those, for instance, requiring temporary reduction of the power consumption.

3.5.2. Ontologies for Energy

The Energy Knowledge Graph (EKG) is an upper ontology model for smart energy services proposed by Chun et al. [72]. It consists of an integrated conceptual model, a modular ontology for representing microgrids, and a classification of services related to microgrid scenarios. According to [74] “a microgrid is a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources with defined electrical boundaries forming a local electric power system at distribution voltage levels, that acts as a single controllable entity and is able to operate in either grid-connected or island mode”. The integrated conceptual model includes the following 8 concepts: smart grid entity, resource, service, process, event, smart grid participant, community, and devices). The modular ontology related to the microgrid represents its components as well as their mutual relationships. Finally, the services are classified according to their usage in either business or technical scenarios. Examples of business
scenarios are those concerning energy trading, while examples of technical ones are those related to demand/supply management.

The Generic Ontology of Energy Consumption Households concerns a household micro-system from the energy consumption perspective [75]. This ontology includes concepts related to equipment consuming electrical energy (e.g., air conditioners and televisions), equipment producing electrical energy (e.g., photovoltaic system and wind turbine), and energy storage (e.g., lithium batteries). Finally, it describes how users are connected to home appliances and the latter to energy consumption.

PowerOnt [76] is an ontology that represents power consumption of electrical devices and appliances in smart homes. PowerOnt is integrated with DogOnt [77], which is a more general ontology for smart environments.

The SESAME ontology [78] consists of three main modules. The first one includes concepts related to automation and energy, the second one aims at representing meter data, and the third one addresses pricing.

The DEHEMS ontology [79] is the outcome of a European Union (EU) funded initiative, which aimed at increasing the usage of energy consumption data and the efficiency of energy consumption. The ontology aims at being the reference for a shared classification of devices by associating a set of recommendation for the users of electrical appliances (e.g., washing machine, personal computer), which are organized as a taxonomy. Among the properties of the electrical appliances, we cite the “energy saving tips”, “EU energy label class”, “wattage”, “energy consumed”, and “energy star”, which classifies the energy efficiency of a device.

The ThinkHome ontology [80] is a comprehensive ontology encompassing seven sub-domains. The energy part of the ontology gathers knowledge related to energy providers and their trading conditions. The part on exterior influences includes knowledge related to weather and climate that can be used for performing tasks more efficiently from an energy perspective. The actor part contains knowledge about groups of human and system users. The building part of the ontology gathers knowledge about layouts, spaces, walls, and materials. The process part includes knowledge about user and system activities. The resource part includes knowledge about white and brown goods and automation networks. Finally, the ontology contains also knowledge related to comfort.

The Generic Ontology for Prosumer-Oriented Smart Grid [81] gathers knowledge on a smart grid and concerns: infrastructures, electrical appliances, the electrical generation system, the power storage system, weather, relevant events for the smart grid, service contracts, and the connectivity connectivity relationships between producers and consumers.

SAREF4ENER [73] is an evolution of SAREF4EE [82] and an extension of the Smart Appliance REFerence ontology (SAREF) [83,84], which is a reference ontology for achieving semantic interoperability of smart appliances. Indeed, SAREF4ENER aims at increasing interoperability and optimize energy consumption and production in demand response scenarios.

ComfOnt [85] is an ontology aimed at providing personalized comfort in homes and at scheduling daily activities. It includes knowledge concerning: the home dwellers and their needs; the appliances, sensors, and actuators used in homes; the domestic environment; and energy consumption and comfort preferences and regulations. It reuses the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [86], which is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) ontology for sensors and actuators, and SAREF [83].

3.5.3. Services and Technologies for Energy

Wendel et al. [87] propose some methodologies to build semantic 3D city models starting from free and open data sources and software, such as geospatial data portals, LIDAR data, Open Street Map data, and remote sensing data. Semantic 3D city models include, among others, semantically enriched geospatial data about buildings, encompassing materials and energy consumptions, weather, environment, vegetation and semantically enriched socio demographic data.
SMarc [88] is a Semantic Middleware architecture for enabling management of data from smart grid applications and guaranteeing their semantic interoperability. It is enabled by an inference engine, which is able to treat the information flowing by triggering actions based on semantic data associated to devices and appliances.

Tang and Ciuciu proposed the Semantic Decision Table (SDT) [89], which is a decision table enhanced with semantic technologies, to collect data from heterogeneous meters and sensors, detect smart meters, manage data from multiple autonomous physical or virtual meters, and manage energy demand and response for communities.

### 3.6. Environment

The scientific works that we retrieved dealing with semantics and environment include three different topics: air, water, and soil. As shown in Figure 3, most of the papers concern theory of computation since they treat how environment ontologies can be used for data management and knowledge representation. The other areas that are mainly addressed are: computer systems organization, since many papers deal with sensors; computing methodologies, for the rise of scientific papers dealing with machine learning and decision making; and information systems, due to the existing software applications for managing environmental complexity.

#### 3.6.1. Issues for Environment

In the following we list the issues addressed by the scientific papers dealing with ontologies and semantic methods and technologies and environment.

The first issue is air quality monitoring. Sensors are the sources of air quality data. Data interoperability or data fusion are some of the problems that need to be solved for coping with the complexity of available air quality data. The second issue concern climate change policies. To conceive them, public servants need to consider several environmental variables. Complex decisions impacting on the society need to be taken and reasoning on such huge amount of multi disciplinary data goes beyond the human capabilities. The third issue concerns water quality management and, hence, the interoperability to deal with multiple sensors. The fourth issue concerns water management including, for instance, dealing with water consumption at home. The last issue concerns dealing with soil monitoring and taking complex decisions based on soil data.

#### 3.6.2. Ontologies for Environment

AIR POLLUTION Onto [90] is an ontology for air pollution analysis and control that includes both general concepts, such as environment, industry, soil, water, wind, and weather, and more specific ones, such as air pollutant, pollution source, and emission. The ontology includes also the meteorological concepts relevant for air pollution control and analysis.

Metral et al. [91] presented some preliminary ideas on an ontology of urban planning aimed at being a bridge between the CityGML [92] specification for virtual 3D city models and an ontology of air quality models.

EREON (Ets-Related European ONtology) [93] is an ontology for representing knowledge related to the European emission trading system (Ets). It includes concepts related to the Ets context (e.g., energy, low carbon technologies), to the policy making process, and to the computational tools to build possible future scenarios.

Ahmedi et al. [94] proposed an ontology framework for water quality management that consists of four modules: the core ontology, including concepts for real-time observational water quality data; the regulations ontology, concerning permitted water parameter thresholds regulated by the authorities; the polluters ontology, representing polluters; and the water expert rules, representing if-then water expert rules.

Howell et al. [95] presented an ontology representing man-made water system concepts at the building and network levels of detail. The building part of the ontology extends widely adopted ontologies, such as SSN and SAREF. The part integrating building with
network represents entities, such as assets, sensors, hydraulic variables, contract types, and stakeholders. The ontology is used to support interoperability of smart home applications.

The Ontology of Soil Properties and processes (OSP) [96] combines knowledge on multiple areas, such as roads, soil, buried assets, sensing to the purpose of supporting integrated decision making. The ontology describe soil properties (e.g., soil strength) and processes (e.g., soil compaction) and the mutual relationships. Soil properties are classified as physical, chemical, and spatial whereas soil processes are classified as physical, chemical, and biological.

Finally, a preliminary attempt of an ontology devoted to integrate sensor knowledge with urban gardens and green spaces is presented by Hu et al. [97].

3.6.3. Services and Technologies for Environment

GECKO (GEneralized Correlation analyzer of pOllution data) [98] is a data mining system aimed at discovering correlations in a large open dataset concerning air-pollution. In details, it focuses on discovering correlations among pollutant levels and traffic and climate conditions. The system uses an exploratory data mining technique named association rule mining [99] and is based on a taxonomy categorizing, for instance, pollutant concentration levels, traffic levels, meteorological values, and hourly timeslots.

AllergyLESS [100] is an intelligent recommender system aimed at reducing exposition time to allergens in smart cities by minimizing the exposure time of citizens to allergens during their walking routes. The system is based on an ontology integrating knowledge concerning risk factors, diseases and symptoms related to asthma, contaminants and weather. AllergyLESS uses support vector machines and Bayesian networks to detect and forecast high concentrations of allergens.

Camporeale et al. [93] presented some semantic services for data acquisition and for the analysis of possible future scenarios related to the European emission trading system. For instance, they allow verification of ETS data correctness, ETS data mapping between different classification schemes, or the analysis of the impact on industrial sectors of different ETS policies. According to the proposed architecture, data is kept in the existing databases aligned with the EU ETS data schema, and analysed by means of the D2RQ platform [101,102] to enable connection of the databases with the semantic model, and enactment of the semantic rules as SQL queries.

3.7. Health

The general aim in this sector is to improve quality and efficiency of healthcare. Furthermore, the availability and spread of smart devices for the every day life, has provided new opportunities for healthcare technological applications. From the distribution of the research papers in Figure 3, it can be noted that, other than theory of computation, covering techniques such as for data integration and semantic modelling, these papers almost equally fit into: computer systems organization, mainly for what concerns cyber-physical systems and IoT; information systems; computing methodologies; general purpose technology or method, for automation and simulations aspects; human-centered computing, for smart devices and user interaction; and software and its engineering, for development of service-oriented and real-time systems architectures.

3.7.1. Issues for Health

The analyzed research in this sector is especially focused on providing solutions to increase performances of medical services by enabling healthcare at home and by integrating health services with other smart applications to the purpose of safety. The first issue is to support personalized healthcare assessment from the analysis of daily life physical activities in a non-intrusive manner. This requires to facing an important technological challenge, such as how to automatically distinguish and interpret complex physical activities [103,104] and life habits [105] from simple data collected by means of
common usage and/or lightweight medical devices. On the other hand, new technology are exploited to improving guidance and tailor physical activities [106].

The second issue is on healthcare support to patients with cognitive decline, such as attention and working memory, which is mostly due to ageing. The technological challenge here is to intercept and recognize types of cognitive decline within monitoring activities of daily living [107–109].

The third issue is enabling tele-medicine and analysis of its impact on human safety, for example at home or during work activities. If such analysis is performed at run-time, it may be used for incident prevention [110]. This type of applications requires to solving interoperability of health services with smart applications of other domains [108,110].

Related to this, there is the issue concerning empowering health information from medical services with information from the home environment to the aim of more efficient healthcare. This requires development of flexible architectures where different types of medical applications may share data collected from smart home devices to perform health-specific analysis [103,111].

3.7.2. Ontologies for Health

The Cognitive Semantic Sensor Network (CoSSN) ontology [103,112] is built on top of the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology to describe sensor-based applications more generally devoted to Ambient Assisted Living (AAL). In particular, the aim of the ontology is to ensure semantic interoperability of the different sensors and IoT healthcare services.

The Telehealth Smart Home ontological model [108] consists of seven ontologies needed for the functioning of a health monitoring system. These ontologies describe the house where the patient lives, the person who needs care and his medical history, his/her behaviour, the equipment and other services, and decisions to apply when a critical situation or a change of habits is detected.

The Aging Neuro-Behaviour Ontology (ANBO) [107] is devoted to modelling cognitive processes, such as the start conditions, the expected results, and qualities to identify typical or atypical manifestations. The authors integrated ANBO with the Ontology Smart-Lab Elderly (OSLE), an ontology related to telehealth smart homes to address cognitive processes in activities of daily living and detect cognitive decline.

The Linked Health Resources (LHR) ontology [111] is an integration ontology for data supplied by heterogeneous services, such as services aligned with the HL7 FHIR standard, an health information interoperability framework, Web services, Web of Things (WoT) services, and Linked Data. This ontology allows to represent and combine data referring to health and the home environment.

The SAREF4Health [110] is an ontology for IoT-based healthcare systems that extends the Smart Applications REFerence ontology (SAREF), a standard ETSI [113] ontology for semantic integration of applications from various domains. In particular, the ontology addresses semantic interoperability of IoT-based systems for emergency notification services and its main feature is the modelling of health data expressed by time series such as ECG.

The Smart HealthCare Ontology (SHCO) [114] models health status of patients to the aim of remote monitoring. SHCO is presented as a semantic model realized by extracting health-care knowledge such as doctor-patient records, recommended diagnosis and treatment policies.

The HealthIoT [115] ontology models the semantics of devices within the internet of medical things. This ontology provides a semantic interoperability with health-care devices and information.

3.7.3. Services and Technologies for Health

Semantics IoT-based healthcare system [103] is an architectural framework proposed for IoT-based monitoring applications in Ambient Assisted Living (AAL), leveraging on a Semantic Message Oriented Middleware (SeMoM). The CoSSN ontology is used to semantically annotate data from a variety of heterogeneous devices, and a reasoning
mechanism is applied on a domain ontology to support activity recognition of patients living in health clinics.

E-care@home [116] is a system for the recognition of different activities relevant for health assessment depending on the context. Health and environmental sensors are used to detect, for example, increased heart rate and pressure sensor, and this information, together with logical rules, is used to infer activity exercising.

PARCIV [104] is a technology to recognize daily life physical activities for personalized smart health assessment by using smartphone sensors. First clusters of similar activities are created based on semantic data, and then a machine learning classifier is used to identify and detect more complex activities.

Instead, the Smart Home Simulator is a technology based on virtual reality and semantics to create an environment in which an elderly user can perform a tailored physical exercise.

With similar objectives, stochastic timed automata [105] are applied to recognize sequences of activities to the aim of personalized behaviour modelling, and semantic patterns of activities of daily living are used in [109] to monitor elderly patients and people with cognitive deficit.

Telehealth Smart Home [108] is a AI-based system for remote assistance of patients, with the capability to identify and prevent potentially dangerous situations for their life. The system is composed of physical devices and software applications where ontologies combined with Bayesian networks are used for activity recognition and automatic learning of the life habits of the patient. Nurses, relatives and family doctors may interact with the system.

SmartFABER [117] is a sensors-based activity recognition system to detect abnormal activity routines of elderly people living at home. The method relies on knowledge-based techniques and medical models of neuroscience to detect these abnormal behaviors and show them in a dashboard for the clinicians.

3.8. Home

Home is the sector attracting the highest interest to experiment new technological approaches and explore development of new services, by means of semantics-based methods. Furthermore, as demonstrated by the number and distribution of the papers in Figure 3, this sector covers all types of IT research areas more than the other specific sectors. Again, theory of computation, due to data and knowledge engineering techniques, encompasses most of the papers, and so is for other software and data-related areas, such as: information systems, computing methodologies, human-centered computing and software and its engineering. However, areas more related to IT infrastructures and other physical aspects such as: computer systems organization, general purpose technology or method, hardware, networks and security and privacy are also covered. This because domotics and smart buildings are among the current interests. Finally, papers related to theoretical and scientific applications, such as human behaviour detection and prediction under uncertainty fit into mathematics of computing and applied computing.

3.8.1. Issues for Home

New services for home automation aim to benefit not only directly for the persons leaving in the house, but also for the external environment and the society in general.

The first issue to face for these services is context awareness built upon a IoT-based infrastructure consisting of heterogeneous devices installed at home and connected to the network [116,118]. The technical challenge is integration of measurement data, given that the number of connected devices is rapidly increasing, aggregation of the information and automatic interpretation of the events.

The main issue for higher level software applications is ambient intelligence, such as advanced processing of raw data acquired by the sensors and real time decision and enactment of reactions to support persons in everyday tasks [119]. This aim encompasses
technical challenges such as data fusion, information fusion and automatic acquisition of knowledge for detection and monitoring at highest level of abstraction [120].

Activity recognition of Daily Life (ADL) has been studied since many years [121], especially for applications in home healthcare. However, the development and spread of new devices, e.g., wearable and ambient sensors, provides opportunity to filling gaps such as uncertainties due to missing sensor data [122].

Domotics and smart buildings [123,124] are other aspects for home applications. Power meters, occupancy sensors and electrical appliances may be automatically controlled with a promising impact in energy efficiency of the house [125] and home safety and security [126].

3.8.2. Ontologies for Home

The Human activity ontology [127] is a network of ontologies to support user modelling, smart home context modelling and ADL modeling. The last encompasses activities related to self-care and domestic tasks that are performed by the persons of the house routinely. Indeed, the capacity to perform these activities without assistance is an indicator of autonomy of elderly people.

The Smart Home Ontology [116] extends SSN and includes modules to represent physical aspects (e.g., the structure of the environment, entities in the environment) and conceptual aspects (e.g., events or observation processes) of a smart environment. This ontology can be extended by specializing it with application-specific concepts such as those pertaining activities and health of a person in the house, so providing the representational basis for a context inference process for activity recognition.

Instead, the Smart Home Ontology presented in [125] focuses on home control and energy efficiency. It consists of five ontologies to cover the individual aspects that are relevant for the proposed application. Namely, the Building ontology refers to architecture and building physics; the User information ontology refers to preferences and occupancy profiles for all inhabitants and their comfort; the Processes ontology contains the types of automatic functions such as turning on electric heating and opening windows; the Exterior ontology refers to weather and climate conditions influencing the functions; and the Energy and resource ontology addresses energy efficient building operation.

The BonSAI ontology [123] extends smart buildings representation with ambient intelligence. It includes concepts modeling functionality, such as services and operations, environmental conditions, QoS (Quality of Service) parameters, hardware, such as smart devices, users and context, such as location and rooms.

The Brick ontology [124] is a formal representation of a schema, related to Building Information Modeling (BIM), to capture the relevant information for the building engineers and facility managers about the building, the sensors installed and the data they generate. This allows development and/or usage of energy applications such as fault detection/diagnosis and other types of communication with energy providers.

3.8.3. Services and Technologies for Home

The Smart Home System [125] is a knowledge-base to support the operations of a multi-agent system aiming to orchestrate energy-based facilities in a house according to energy efficiency plans. The proposed strategies include the automatic choice of the environmentally-friendliest energy supplier available for delivery of some kind of energy, disconnect unnecessary equipment, and choose electricity providers based on tariffs and excess of energy during time intervals.

Polaris [128] is a framework for Probabilistic and OntoLogical Activity Recognition in Smart-homes. By means of an ontology that models activities and the smart home infrastructure, probabilistic semantic correlations among sensor events and activities are mined using unsupervised learning. Markov logic network is the formal structure for probabilistic reasoning.
In [119] a framework for the implementation of ambient intelligence applications using visual sensor networks is proposed. Context knowledge represented with ontologies is combined with real time video-camera data to obtain high-level interpretation of the situation by means of logical reasoning. Recognized situations allow to achieve an overall description of the scene and trigger ambient intelligence services.

A knowledge-based approach for MultiAgent (MA) collaboration for smart home is described in [120]. Specifically, an ontology and MA technologies are combined to automatically acquire semantic knowledge overcoming heterogeneity of the services. An inference algorithm runs on unordered actions and temporal property of activity to infer both continuous composite activity and personalized service in real time. The novelty is that an agent may learn the knowledge of human activity autonomously and generate knowledge, with aim to guide other agents for performing services compatible with the human activity.

3.9. Public Administration

This sector refers to applications to support public administration processes and to development of new public services. The research in this sector is mostly related to realization of linked open data, as the ground for new services. Therefore, not much variety of applications has been observed in the literature. According to Figure 3, theory of computation and information systems are the areas with most papers.

3.9.1. Issues for Public Administration

Recent works in this sectors address the problems of realization of open government data [129], such as linked open data portals, as a single point of access to open government datasets, to provide valuable means to fostering innovation, improving transparency and collaboration by promoting citizens e-participation [130]. Open city platforms for real time monitoring [131] constitute one type of service enabled by linked open data initiatives. This requires realization of semantic models to integrate heterogeneous data collected from different public sources and archives. Another technological opportunity concerns integration of IoT-based and social applications into public administration processes [132].

3.9.2. Ontologies for Public Administration

The Saudi Linked Open Government Data Ontology (SLOGDO) [129] is defined to provide access to public administration datasets to the purpose of transparency. They are: General Authority for Statistics, Ministry of Human Resource and Social Development, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Civil Service, Ministry of Justice, and Twitter datasets. An application ontology is described starting from a core ontology, the Saudi Government Ontology, and developed by means of ontology design patterns.

PPROC [133] is an ontology for public procurement processes and contracts, to allow public authorities to provide online information about tenders and citizens to monitor contracts. The PPROC ontology is extensive, and indeed covers the tender, its objectives, deadlines and awardees, but also the process, from the initial contract publication to its termination.

A Knowledge Graph for Open Government Data (KG4OGD) is proposed in [134] to support extracting knowledge related to government data and enable development of smart applications. The knowledge graph consists of the GovDataset ontology, an upper level ontology describing the metadata, and the GovDomain ontology, a domain-specific ontology to represent the open government data content level.

The Smart Living Ontology (SLO) [135] models smart city indicators and relates them to city entities (e.g., buildings, streets, areas) and its topology, to temporal entities and activities in the city. Indicators are organized in hierarchies and related to different categories of users, to allow personalised urban data exploration.

The paper [130] describes an ontology for e-Participation processes to support collaboration and interoperability between various e-Participation initiatives encompassing
both traditional government-led processes and spontaneous citizen-led e-Participation. A democratic process is defined by the mission, the key actors (persons or organizations), the execution procedure and instruments, such legislation, resources and tools, and the expected results.

3.9.3. Services and Technologies for Public Administration

A Knowledge Stratification Model is proposed in [136] to identify data produced by IoT devices, integrate them into administration processes, and make them accessible and comprehensible to users. Ontologies specific for each model layer are used to represent the domain knowledge and to solve technological and user interaction semantic issues.

The paper [137] describes a methodology for developing semantic data models for smart cities based on the Linked Open Data paradigm and its application to the Municipality of Catania, in Italy following the guidelines by the Agency for Digital Italy. The semantic model integrates geographic data with other data from different sources, such as data concerning the public transport, the public lighting, the state of roads, the municipal waste collection, and historical data on the urban fault reporting service. Various types of access services are provided, such as web interfaces for the citizens, and SPARQL endpoints for the developers, to freely access the data and the ontology.

3.10. Risk Management

There exist different classifications of smart city risks. For instance, Shayan et al. [13] classified them as organisational, social, and technological based on the city aspects they address whereas Ullah et al. as technology-related, organisational, and external environment-related [138]. As shown by Figure 3, most of the papers addressing ontologies and semantic technologies devoted to risk management and smart cities deal with theory of computation and, hence, to knowledge and data management.

3.10.1. Issues for Risk Management

The risk management sector offers two main types of issues for the community of researchers in the field of ontologies and semantic solutions. The former concerns qualitative risk assessment and it deals with the problem of predicting likely and unlikely (i.e., black swans) risks for a city. A further level of complexity is given by the need to predict chains of risks. The latter is related to quantitatively evaluate the level of risk for an urban area depending on available contextual information.

3.10.2. Ontologies for Risk Management

Among the first researchers to treat these topics, we cite Provitolo et al. [139], which presented an ontology to model systems, events, and damages, and Coletti et al. [140] that presented the Vulnerability Upper Model (VUM). i.e., an upper ontology model to represent risk, threat, system stakeholder, system, severity, and vulnerability. They presented also a case study concerning vulnerabilities of water systems and tested the VUM during workshops with stakeholders. TERMINUS (TERritorial Management and INfrastructures ontology for institutional and industrial Usage) is an ontology built starting from the VUM [141] and other ontology design patterns to represent knowledge concerning city services, territory, risk and crisis management.

Mohammad et al. [142] presented an ontology for road risks, which includes concepts representing the main elements of the road scene as vehicles, pedestrians, and environment objects. This organizes risks as risks from objects, depending, e.g., on the speed of the car, environmental risks, e.g., depending on weather conditions and road environmental risks, e.g., depending on road conditions.

The Human and Ecological health Risks Ontology (HERO) [143] is an ontology, which includes knowledge on sensors, geospatial and temporal aspects, and health risks depending, for instance, on air or water quality. The ontology is at the basis of a system for automatic prediction of air quality and related health risk.
Among the other ontologies for representing general risks, we cite the common ontology of value and risk [144].

3.10.3. Services and Technologies for Risk Management

WS-CREAM is a web service implementing SPARQL queries devoted to creative generation of risk mini-models, i.e., fragments of conceptual models that suggest risks that could affect socio-technical systems, starting from the above mentioned TERMINUS ontology [141]. This software application also enables semantic spatiotemporal assessment of risks in urban areas.

Mohammad et al. [142] developed a software application to assess risk based on the pedestrian behaviour in a video scene, a road risk ontology, and some inference rules specified in Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL).

Similarly, Yang et al. [145] developed a system based on rule reasoning to determine responses to risks due to solid waste crisis. This uses Pellet [146], the inference engine available in Protégé [147], SWRL rules, a domain ontology on waste management, and information on waste crisis.

A different approach based on a domain ontology representing factors influencing flood disaster and Bayesian networks is presented in [148]. Among the above mentioned factors, the authors cited the disasters drivers (e.g., accumulated rainfall and rainfall duration), disaster formative environment (e.g., topography and river network), and disaster bearers (e.g., pipe and road density, and population density). This approach was developed starting from historical case data during the period 2010–2018 and was used to predict and evaluate the flood disaster risk in Zhengzhou City from 16 to 20 August 2019.

Coletti et al. [149] proposed an approach to generate cascading risks in interoperable socio-technical systems based on the TERMINUS ontology and SPARQL queries. Afterwards, Yu et al. [150] proposed a similar approach by means of case-based reasoning.

Finally, Wei et al. [151] presented a decision support system to predict the potential impact of a trigger with location specific data. The system is equipped with domain ontologies and a set of rules that model critical infrastructures interdependence.

3.11. Security and Privacy

This sector refers to methods and technologies for protection of sensitive data and for security threat intelligence. According to Figure 3, the following areas contain most papers: theory of computation, information systems, computing methodologies, and computer systems organization. Indeed, in this sector, semantic technologies are mainly used to support data and knowledge management for threat intelligence and information sharing, and data protection in IoT systems.

3.11.1. Issues for Security and Privacy

The availability of smart city platforms conveying various types of data to create and deliver knowledge to build smart applications, poses security and privacy issues. One is protection of indirect information, such as that derived by sensor data or video collected for different purposes, such as data from home devices used to derive personal features of the occupants [152] or different usage of video-surveillance data. Related to this issue, there is the modelling of the user consent on usage policies in the data lake [153]. More generally, due to employment of IoT systems, data can be consumed and processed at many different places, and therefore it is difficult to identify the origin, and track the changes it has experienced and who has access to it [154].

3.11.2. Ontologies for Security and Privacy

A privacy vulnerability ontology is discussed in [152]. The ontology aims at identifying privacy risks when processing sensor data streams, and providing awareness about specific inference and data linkage possibilities before sharing data. The ontology includes elements for data transformations, privacy risks, attacks, and the relationships among them.
The SPECIAL usage policy language \[153\] is a semantic language to represent usage policies. In line with the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) specification, a usage policy defines a set of authorized operations on some personal data, such as contact information, and financial data. The processing operations, like collection and analysis, need to refer to an objective, e.g., health or marketing, to the storage applied and duration, and to the recipients, e.g., whom data are shared with.

The DS4IoT Ontology \[154\] is devoted to security in IoT systems. The ontology represents the secure data, distinguishing among encrypted data, protected data and hidden data, and the access control mechanisms that impose restrictions for an authenticated party on the access to some data. The ontology is built by taking into account several other ontologies for security in IoT, including the STAC another security ontology \[155\], describing assets, threats and security mechanisms among other aspects, the IoT Security Evaluation Ontology (IoTSecEv) \[156\], and IoT-Privontology \[157\] for privacy protection.

3.11.3. Services and Technologies for Security and Privacy

The paper \[126\] proposes a multi-layer cloud architectural model to enable inter-operation of heterogeneous IoT services for smart home. An ontology is used for data representation and handling application heterogeneity, in particular, an ontology-based security service is designed to ensure security and privacy preservation in these applications.

A blockchain-based framework for data-sharing is described in \[158\]. A knowledge graph is described to define the range of information that should be included in the Privacy Policy documents. The Hyperledger Fabric blockchain technology \[159\] is used to develop an automated access-control and audit mechanism that enforces users’ data privacy policies while sharing their data with third parties.

3.12. Social Systems

The systematic literature review reveals that there are only few papers addressing applications of ontologies and semantic technologies to the purpose of social good. Figure 3 shows that most of the collected papers concern information systems and theory of computation and, consequently, data and knowledge management.

3.12.1. Issues for Social Systems

There are three main issues for the the sector social systems: fighting poverty; detecting people radicalisation in social network; and increasing social inclusion of people in the society.

Fighting poverty requires a better understanding on the poverty signals and indicators. Semantic technologies can help in representing and managing such information and provide useful reasoning services for early detection of poverty in urban areas.

Detecting people radicalisation in social network requires the availability of advanced systems able to analyse post, tweets, and other messages. Semantic technologies could serve for this purpose.

Finally, increasing social inclusion of people in the society requires advanced methods of analysis to detect, for instance, discrimination phenomena. Methods and techniques able to provide meaning to information are among the most promising ones.

3.12.2. Ontologies for Social Systems

Panori et al. \[160\] presented an approach to design an ontology for measuring multi-dimensional poverty at an urban scale. In particular, they identified the main areas, which are health, education, and living standards, and the related taxonomies, encompassing more specific concepts such as material deprivation, and lack of capacity to afford a meal with meat, chicken, or fish (or vegetarian equivalent).

Along this line, Nasim and Khan \[161\] presented an ontology to model poverty. This includes concepts such as: absence of vocational training institutes, economic situation,
export/import Imbalance, improper hiring, lack of job opportunities, lack of startups, and unemployment.

3.12.3. Services and Technologies for Social Systems

Fernandez and Alani [162] presented an approach to detect online radical content based on an ontology including the terms that are linked to radicalised rhetoric. They tested it by using two different datasets, the former of tweets posted by pro-ISIS users, and the latter by “general” Twitter users. The authors demonstrate that contextual semantics can support in better discriminating radical content from content that only makes use of radical terms.

Similarly, Barhamgi et al. [163] studied the use of domain ontologies to detect the radicalisation indicators from messages and posts on social networks.

Finally, De Nicola and D’Agostino [164] addressed the topic of gender equity by presenting a study where semantic technologies are used to study gender polarisation of the language in scientific papers.

3.13. Sustainable Development

This sector is closely related to environment and urban planning as it refers to protection of natural resources and decision making for sustainable development of cities. According to Figure 3, most of the papers concern theory of computation since they treat how integrated ontologies of environment and policy making can be used for data management and knowledge representation. The other areas that are mainly addressed are: computing methodologies, including artificial intelligence methods for decision making; information systems, and software and its engineering referring to realization of distributed systems for this domain.

3.13.1. Issues for Sustainable Development

Sustainable development works encompass cross-domain objectives such as smart management of natural resources, sustainability-aware services, policy making based on scenarios for sustainable development, and sustainability assessment.

More in details, the first two issues require technology integration and semantic interoperability of applications for optimized usage of resources like domestic water consumption [95] or development of energy efficient services [165].

The third issue concerns incorporating the sustainability objective in policy and decision making, such as towards renewable energy resources [166] and industrial technologies to favour abatement of pollution [93].

The fourth issue concerns representation of metrics for sustainability assessment [167] and their (real time) evaluation [168,169] to the purpose of decision making and sustainability awareness.

3.13.2. Ontologies for Sustainable Development

The aim of the Urban District Sustainability Assessment (UDSA) ontology [168] is to give the user insights on the impact of their actions on the sustainability indicators, criteria and themes. The ontology is addressed to applications for governmental institutions, associations, city managers, urban planners and others having a professional role in planning for sustainability to support decision-making. It is also addressed to services for citizens to raise awareness on sustainability.

The paper [169] describes an ontology for sustainability assessment built from the analysis of 44 different approaches for sustainable measurement selected from the literature. The ontology considers various dimensions of sustainability, such as: social, environmental, economic, ecological, institutional, and cultural. The domain of usage includes: supply chain, housing (energy and water), energy resources, industrial processes, tourism sector, industrial ecology, transport, waste production disposal, pollutant dispersion, greenhouse gas emission, and ecological/ecosystem health.
3.13.3. Services and Technologies for Sustainable Development

The paper [95] presents a semantic framework that unifies domestic socio-technical water systems with clean and waste networks at an urban scale, to deliver value-added services for consumers and network operators. As an example, matching the availability of water to the demand for water may lead to a number of advantages: reducing energy consumption, the leakage and water evaporation, maintenance costs of the network as well as the number of alarms.

An ontology-based IoT-enabled application for waste management is presented in [170]. The ontology is application-oriented and it is finalized to semantically enrich a city dashboard to monitor the state of the waste collection process, the routes of waste trucks, and report of malfunctions and problems.


Urban planning refers to decision making for the city, such as on infrastructures and services to citizens, promoting innovation and sustainable development. From the distribution of the research papers in Figure 3, we see that all areas are covered and that theory of computation contains the highest number of papers, with techniques for data integration and semantic modelling. Then, similar number of papers are for computing methodologies and information systems; following, computer systems organization, and software and its engineering.


Urban planning for smart city encompasses approaches devoted to planning the “smart” part of the city to best integrate technological innovation with the specific urban peculiarities and historical and cultural value [171,172].

One issue is planning to improve resilience of the city, for example the adaptive capacity to climate change-related hazards or protect and react to other natural and anthropic adverse events [141,172,173], and enact specific mitigation strategies, such as urban heat island mitigation strategies [174].

This encompasses decision-making and planning for various aspects of the city, including housing, mobility, economy, education, welfare and health aspects [173]. Thus, the specific issues in urban planning are mostly addressed by the works analyzed in these mentioned sectors. Indeed, effective decision making for urban planning requires an holistic analysis which is hindered by problems related to the quantity, quality, variety and/or actual availability of data and knowledge to base such decisions. Within this sector, data integration [175–177] and visualization from spatio-temporal perspectives [18,178], and crowd-sourcing information for urban planning [173] are other issues to be addressed.

Concerning planning for smart mobility, the issues concern intelligent transportation systems to improve safety and efficiency of the urban services [179–181], creating new services for citizen such as parking guidance and information [182,183], and use mobility data to support decision making [178].


In [151], an ontology for urban infrastructure inter-asset management is presented to model assets (e.g., road, ground, cable), triggers (e.g., pipe leaking) and potential consequences (e.g., traffic disruption). The ontology aims to represent cascading social, economic and environmental effects to the aim of decision making.

An ontology devoted to Urban Heat Island Mitigation Strategies (UHIMS) is presented in [174]. Indeed, the increase of urban temperature generally impacts on energy consumption, outdoor thermal comfort, air quality, and human health. Thus, strategies are defined to face such a problem. In the ontology, UHIMS strategies are composed of: the techniques to achieve the goals of UHIMS; the urban contexts, i.e., geographic, climatic and social-economic condition for UHIMS; and the performance metrics for UHIMS performance assessment.
The HEritage Resilience Against CLimate Events on Site (HERACLES) Ontology [172] represents knowledge in the field of cultural heritage preservation from effects of climate change. The cultural heritage concept is related to the Vulnerability and cultural heritage value concepts to describe a risk, which quantifies possible threats to the cultural heritage from the economic perspective.

In [181], an ontology for smart transportation is illustrated. This ontology has a modular structure and contains concepts to represent the various aspects of a road traffic scenarios, such as vehicles, infrastructure elements, sensors, and driver behaviors. The sensors sub-domain is based on the Semantic Sensor Network ontology (SSN) and specifies the different types of sensors used for intelligent transportation systems.

The Connected Traffic Data Ontology (CTDO) [184] represents vehicles within the traffic ecosystem. The ontology combines sensory modelling of SSN/SOSA [185] and geospatial data and is proven to efficiently store the V2X (Vehicle-to-everything) broadcast messages coming from connected vehicles.

CityGML [186] is a standard model by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) for the representation and interoperability of 3D city models. In particular, CityGML focuses on the geometrical, topological, and semantic aspects of 3D city models, including buildings, vegetation objects, water bodies, and transportation facilities like streets and railways. This model provides useful semantic structures for a variety of application domains such as urban planning, indoor/outdoor pedestrian navigation, environmental simulations, cultural heritage, and facility management.

Km4City [18] is a knowledge model for the city and its services, initially based on the models of the data sets regarding Florence and Tuscany in Italy, and then enriched by using similar datasets available on other open data portals. The ontology covers seven macro-aspects, five of which are city-specific, such as: administration, encompassing PA and its specifications; the street model; the point of interests, including services and activities; the local public transportation; and sensors, such as those installed in the streets and on moving vehicles. The other two aspects deal with modelling of time and of metadata.

In [187], some Ontology Design Patterns (ODP) are proposed to support semantic modelling of various aspects of a city. In particular, these patterns are devoted to modelling; the administrative area, such as the jurisdiction purpose of a place; the city (physical) objects, including buildings, transports and devices; the events; the Key Performance Indicators (KPI)s to monitor the performance of a city (e.g., noise or pollution data, recycling rate, etc.); the measurements, including those to evaluate KPIs; the public services, such as waste management, public parking, and water quality control; and the topology of the city. These ODPs are the outcome of a systematic analysis of the literature that takes into account ontologies and data models addressing specific aspects of a smart city, including GeoSPARQL, CityGML [186], Km4City [18]. Thus, the ODPs result from an abstraction work of the various modelling solutions.


The proposed semantics-based approaches for decision making to the purpose of urban planning include models and technologies to enable data/information collection by means of participatory processes, supported by gamification [173], or platforms for the ingestion of public and private data for smart city, including open data from public administration and private data coming from transport systems [18]. Along this line, a framework for citizen-related big data analysis to support governance decision-making is proposed in [188]. The framework uses ontology models to standardize urban governance-related attributes, personas, and associations using data mining and Bayesian networks techniques.
The paper [189] presents 3cixty, a framework to building a knowledge base that contains descriptions of events and activities, places and monuments, transportation facilities as well as social activities of a city. The development of an information service for tourists visiting the city for a big event, such as Expo, is discussed as an application, which leverages on the KM4City ontology and collects data from static, near- and real-time local and global data providers.

Intelligent transportation and automation are addressed in various works. To provide some examples, in [190], a specific instance of IoE (Internet of Everything) for driver-less vehicle(s) is proposed. The framework uses reasoning upon ontologies, and learning technologies to enrich the formal model of the IoE and to assist the vehicle in driving decisions. Semantic interoperability of smart city IoT applications for development of smart urban mobility services is addressed in [181] to improve safety on road by supplying traffic information, and in [183] with the aim to provide parking guidance and mobility suggestions. Finally, in [180] context representation, ontology and Bayesian networks are used to analyse data from various sensors in an urban area in order to predict the bicycle-sharing public service usage in the city of London.

The paper [191] describes the Smart City Service System, a knowledge based system to support the decision-making processes of a city. The knowledge base extends Km4City with EventOntology [192] to represent events with more details and with technology oriented ontologies such as OWL-S, to support the description of services, and SSN to extend the representation of sensors and sensor data. The integrated information is analyzed to provide situation-awareness of the city by means of inference and classification processes. This allows the governors, policymakers, and decision-makers to identify trends that can help predict future situations and to make coherent and informed decisions for improving the smart city, thus offering new services and realizing innovative projects.

4. Discussion

In this section we answer the research questions presented in the introduction.

(RQ1) To which smart city sectors ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies have been applied to date?

The results from the query to SCOPUS database led us to identify 14 sectors where ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies have been applied to date. They are: communities, crisis management, e-learning, economics, energy, environment, health, home, public administration, risk management, security, social systems, sustainable development, and urban planning. A description of these sectors with the SCOPUS keywords identifying them is provided in Table A1 of the Appendix A.

(RQ2) For which technological areas ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies provide an added value?

In order to detect the technological aspects addressed by the retrieved papers, we classified the papers by means of the ACM macro areas. Accordingly, ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies provide value for the following ones: applied computing, computer systems organization, computing methodologies, general purpose technology or method, hardware, human-centered computing, information systems, mathematics of computing, networks, security and privacy, social and professional topics, software and its engineering, and theory of computation. A description of the ACM macro-areas in terms of the SCOPUS keywords of the published papers is provided in Table A2 of the Appendix A.
Among the identified ACM macro areas, most of the papers focus on theory of computation, which is the ACM area concerning ontologies, knowledge bases, and theoretical models for data/information representation and processing. Other relevant areas are: computing methodologies, concerning algorithms and artificial intelligence methods for analysis and process automation in the smart city context; information systems, regarding systems for data and information collection and management; computer systems organization, describing socio-cyber-physical systems, IoT and other technological architectures for distributed and embedded systems devoted to smart cities; general purpose technology or method; and software and its engineering, focusing on software architectures, service-oriented modelling, communication and integration aspects (see Figure 3).

(RQ3) For each of the above mentioned sectors, which are the issues faced, and the most relevant ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies used?

We listed the most relevant ontologies, semantic methods, and semantic technologies used to date in Section 3. Altogether, we have described 67 ontologies and 50 among methods and applications leveraging semantic technologies. We identified 56 issues, which are summarised in Table 1. A cross-domain issue is data interoperability to enable automatic collection from heterogeneous systems and devices. This lays the foundation towards objectives such as interdisciplinary knowledge building and representation, knowledge-based situation awareness at various levels of granularity, and actionable knowledge.

(RQ4) To which smart city sectors semantic technologies have been mostly applied?

Among the identified sectors, most of the efforts of the research communities focus on the home sector, the energy sector, and the urban planning sector. Indeed, the widespread of low-cost sensor devices allows easy and scoped experimentation of novel approaches for smart home and energy efficiency. On other hand, smart transportation is of high interest for urban planning due to the technological challenges to improve safety and efficiency of the urban services and as means for sustainability goals. Furthermore, the availability of structured and unstructured data about the city, directly collected and crowdsourced or indirectly deduced from automatic processing and reasoning, provides a huge opportunity to urban knowledge building and development of semantic services to support decision-making for the city.

Other relevant sectors for the semantic technologies are the health, environment, and economics sectors (see Figure 3). These are the sectors where more traditionally ontologies have been proposed, especially for development of expert systems and business process automation. However, the introduction and widespread of new technologies like IoT, cloud infrastructures and blockchain poses new interesting challenges. These include solutions for tele-medicine and new healthcare support, quality monitoring of natural resources to support decision making at local level or governmental policies to mitigate effects of climate change, and smart contracts adoption to improve efficiency of business processes and enhance their dematerialization.

Table 1. Summary of the research issues for the smart city sectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communities</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>• Community management (definition, communication, promotion, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Community data analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis management</td>
<td>• Emergency scenarios design for preparedness;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Situational awareness for response and recovery;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Information sharing during the crisis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>eLearning</th>
<th>Economics</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Public administration</th>
<th>Risk management</th>
<th>Security and privacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptive learning based on students profiles;</td>
<td>• Definition of new indicators for the economy of a smart city;</td>
<td>• Management of energy consumption in smart homes;</td>
<td>• Data interoperability and fusion for monitoring the environment (air, soil, water);</td>
<td>• Data interoperability and fusion to support healthcare at home;</td>
<td>• Data interoperability and fusion for context awareness in smart home;</td>
<td>• Open Government Data, such as linked open data portals;</td>
<td>• Risk identification and qualitative assessment;</td>
<td>• Protection of indirect information, e.g., derived from sensor data or video;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intelligent tutoring;</td>
<td>• Management of smart contracts.</td>
<td>• Smart energy services;</td>
<td>• Pollution awareness and services for reduction and protection;</td>
<td>• Tele-medicine;</td>
<td>• Activity recognition of Daily Life (ADL);</td>
<td>• Citizens e-participation to decision making;</td>
<td>• Cascading risk representations and analysis;</td>
<td>• Modelling user consent to data usage policies;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gamified learning;</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Management of energy demand/response in distributed smart grids;</td>
<td>• Definition of policies for climate change;</td>
<td>• Health assessment integrating medical records with physical activity data;</td>
<td>• Ambient intelligence services;</td>
<td>• Integration of IoT-based and social applications into public administration processes;</td>
<td>• Contextual data analysis for quantitative risk assessment;</td>
<td>• Backtracking data and access control;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adult learning and special needs student education;</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Energy costs trading.</td>
<td>• Services to optimize consumption of natural resources, such as water.</td>
<td>• Healthcare support to patients with cognitive decline;</td>
<td>• Domotics and smart buildings.</td>
<td>• Open city platforms for real time monitoring of public services.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Security in IoT systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Identification and representation of signals and indicators of poverty;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Text/media content analysis to detect people radicalisation in social networks;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Detection of discrimination phenomena.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sustainable development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Smart management of natural resources as well as waste and pollution management;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustainability-aware services (domestic services for water consumption, energy efficiency, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustainability objectives in policy and decision making;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Metrics for sustainability assessment and methods for evaluation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urban planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Integration of technological innovation with the historical and cultural value of the city;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Planning to improve the resilience of the city against adverse events;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• City data integration and knowledge building for systemic analysis;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Crowd-sourcing information for urban planning;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• City data visualization from spatio-temporal perspectives;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mobility data to support decision making;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intelligent transportation systems to improve safety and efficiency of the urban services;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creating new services for mobility of citizens.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

The increasing complexity of smart cities requires new methods and technologies to address the issues of an urban area and to conceive and implement new innovative services for citizens.

One basic issue to sustain such development is the actual knowledge of how the smart city is conceived now, what technologies have contributed to shaping its concept, and what the current challenges for further development are. Ontologies for smart cities are certainly a viable means to providing such answers as they reflect the current knowledge and contribute to building new knowledge when used for data harmonization, interoperability, and semantic analysis of ground data and information.

To this purpose, by using a systematic literature review process, we investigated how and to what extent ontologies have been used to support smart city services. Specifically, we reviewed 137 papers presenting 67 ontologies and 50 among methods and applications leveraging semantic technologies. We identified 56 issues in different smart city sectors, which we deeply discussed. In particular, the described issues refer to current problems for which full or partial solutions have been provided so far, and the technologies and/or services refer to methods, architectures and systems that use ontologies, combined with other techniques, to reach their objectives. Furthermore, a classification of the reviewed papers for each sector, that has been automatically created based on the SCOPUS keywords and ACM macro-areas, provides a detailed understanding on this last aspect.

The outcome of our analysis is a comprehensive and up-to-date reference on the various problems being addressed by the research community and the results achieved. In particular, as result of our analysis, we highlighted some relevant issues, and open problems, addressed in the sectors with the highest interest.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAL</td>
<td>Ambient Assisted Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Association for Computing Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>Activity recognition of Daily Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFO</td>
<td>Basic Formal Ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIM</td>
<td>Building Information Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Computing Classification System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>Emission Trading System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAF</td>
<td>Friend Of A Friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPR</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>Key Performance Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>MultiAgent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODP</td>
<td>Ontology Design Pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGC</td>
<td>Open Geospatial Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL</td>
<td>Web Ontology Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDT</td>
<td>Semantic Decision Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARQL</td>
<td>SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>Structured Query Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>Semantic Sensor Network ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWRL</td>
<td>Semantic Web Rule Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Unified Modeling Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2X</td>
<td>Vehicle-to-everything</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3C</td>
<td>World Wide Web Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WoT</td>
<td>Web of Thing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix A
The appendix presents a summary of the smart city sectors and related SCOPUS keywords and a summary of the ACM macro areas and the related SCOPUS keywords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smart City Sector</th>
<th>SCOPUS Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communities</td>
<td>Communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis management</td>
<td>Situation awareness, accidents, monitoring, disasters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eLearning</td>
<td>e-learning, student, engineering education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Electronic commerce, economics, economic and social effects, quality of life, innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Energy conservation, energy management, smart-grids, distributed energy resources, energy-efficiency, energy resource, energy management systems, smart energy, renewable energy resources, energy utilization, electric power transmission networks, smart power grids, energy policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Ecology, air quality, forestry, environmental monitoring, ecosystems, birds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Physiological models, smart health, mhealth, diagnosis, ambient assisted living (aal), health, health monitoring, health risks, ehealth, patient monitoring, medical computing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smart City Sector</th>
<th>SCOPUS Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>Building management systems, indoor positioning systems, smart environment, ambient assisted living, human activity, smart-home, home network, smart device, building information model - bim, building management, smart home technology, daily life activities, home health care, building automation, domestic appliances, attention mechanism, housing, smart buildings, built environment, residential homes, activities of daily living (adls), behavioral research, brick, smart space, bim, assistive living, surrounding environment, activity of daily livings, human activity recognition, home services, ambient intelligence systems, smart appliances, building information modeling, building, home automation, office buildings, building automation systems, activity recognition, intelligent buildings, ambient intelligent, smart-home system, home automation systems, activity modeling, home environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public administration</td>
<td>Public administration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk management</td>
<td>Risk management, risk assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social systems</td>
<td>Social media, social systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable</td>
<td>Sustainable development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban planning</td>
<td>Planning, intelligent transport systems, transportation, waste management, smart mobility, crime, motor transportation, urban transport, smart parking, vehicles, urban planning, roads and streets, transportation system, traffic congestion, trajectory, traffic signs, sanitary sewers, traffic control, urban growth, intelligent vehicle highway systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A2. Summary of the ACM macro areas and the related SCOPUS keywords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACM Macro Areas</th>
<th>SCOPUS Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied computing</td>
<td>forecasting, green computing, telecommunication services, metadata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer systems organization</td>
<td>smart object, cyber physical systems (cps), sensors and actuators, internet-of-things, heterogeneous systems, cybernetics, pervasive environment, pervasive computing, sensors data, wireless networks, cyber-physical systems, actuators, real time systems, internet of thing (iots), ubiquitous environment, iot service, heterogeneous sensors, sensor nodes, wireless sensor networks, sensor, web of things, semantic sensors, sensors network, iot, gateways (computer networks), pervasive systems, iot applications, real-time, cyber-physical-social systems, remote sensing, ubiquitous computing, cloud computing, robot, reference architectures, fog computing, complex event processing, radio frequency identification (rfid), semantic sensor network, embedded systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing methodologies</td>
<td>deep neural networks, text mining, image segmentation, abstracting, automata theory, speech recognition, learning systems, feature extraction, mobile computing, knowledge management, video recording, knowledge based, context reasoning, topic modeling, conceptual framework, distributed computing systems, image classification, knowledge engines, image processing, decision making, knowledge-based systems, clustering algorithms, three dimensional computer graphics, knowledge graphs, intelligent agents, commonsense knowledge, anomaly detection, adaptive systems, deep learning, cameras, blockchain, multi-agent system, modeling languages, extraction, trees (mathematics), bayesian networks, decision making process, context aware service, machine learning techniques, clusters, knowledge representation, artificial intelligence, computer aided design, conceptual modeling, classification, context-aware system, natural language process, context-aware computing, video signal processing, linguistics, cognitive systems, multi agents, case-based reasoning, modelling, edge computing, context ontology, autonomous agents, neural networks, computational linguistics, real-time, learning algorithms, concurrent activities, transfer learning, text processing, convolutional neural networks, domain knowledge, long short-term memory, pattern recognition, adaptability, object detection, uncertainty, knowledge model, image analysis, machine learning, classification (of information), hierarchical systems, uncertainty analysis, syntactics, latent semantic analysis, natural language processing systems, software agents, intelligent computing, supervised learning, cluster analysis, context aware applications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACM Macro Areas</th>
<th>SCOPUS Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General purpose technology or method</td>
<td>simulator, computational platforms, engineering, quality control, technology, information and communication technology, management, methodology, computer science, internet, technological solution, automation, computer simulation, iterative methods, information technology, algorithm, mathematical models, time series, websites, life cycle, computer, markup languages, runtime, software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>computer architecture, internet of thing (iots), digital devices, computer circuits, memory architecture, distributed systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-centered computing</td>
<td>human-computer interaction, social networking online, mobile computing, social network, mobile devices, user models, mobile telecommunication systems, visualization, 3d modelling, user experience, social sciences computing, virtual reality, human robot interaction, flow visualization, 5g mobile communication systems, citygml, wireless telecommunication systems, user interfaces, interactive computer systems, digital twin, edge computing, computer-vision, user interaction, communications technology, graphical methods, smartphones, virtualizations, user profiling, augmented reality, mobile applications, man machine systems, graphical user interfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information systems</td>
<td>Conceptual modeling, control system, abstracting, social networking online, knowledge management, decision support, conceptual framework, information use, sentiment analysis, knowledge based, topic modeling, modeling languages, location-based services, information science, knowledge-based systems, context information, clustering algorithms, knowledge graphs, gis, recommendation systems, personal communication systems, social sciences computing, personalization, information management, intelligent systems, crowdsourcing, classification (of information), trees (mathematics), information services, contextual information, knowledge representation, information exchanges, metadata, geographical information system, classification, knowledge engines, personalized services, scalability, decision support systems, information system, modelling, intelligent services, clusters, information retrieval, information model, domain knowledge, world wide web, commonsense knowledge, expert system, information dissemination, information analysis, uncertainty, knowledge model, collective intelligence, intelligent environment, hierarchical systems, uncertainty analysis, location information, multimedia systems, cluster analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics of computing</td>
<td>Graph theory, information theory, error analysis, markov processes, statistics, hidden markov model, topology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networks</td>
<td>World wide web, internet protocols, social networking online, complex networks, network architecture, topology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and privacy</td>
<td>Trusted computing, network security, access control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and professional topics</td>
<td>System analysis, systems engineering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software and its engineering</td>
<td>soa, requirement engineering, control system, abstracting, service compositions, heterogeneous data, software design, service-oriented architecture, interoperations, topic modeling, conceptual framework, computer program, service discovery, electronic data interchange, service, computer programming languages, computer software reusability, software architecture, cloud services, integration, modeling languages, services and applications, service-oriented, service oriented architecture (soa), web services, software prototyping, description languages, computer software, conceptual modeling, quality of service, specifications, heterogeneous data sources, design and implements, mapping, modelling, heterogeneous devices, open source software, heterogeneous information, real-time, software engineering, architectural design, reusability, standardization, heterogeneous sources, machine-to-machine communication, service modeling, middleware, software applications, system architecture, architecture, seamless integration, design.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Theory of computation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACM Macro Areas</th>
<th>SCOPUS Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                 | semantic network, social network, semantic data, data sets, data stream, large amounts of data, semantic interpretation, reasoning, big data, data exploration, modeling languages, ontology alignment, linked-data, semantic descriptions, word embeddings, data modeling, semantic analysis, data acquisition, distributed database systems, query languages, semantic segmentation, ontology approach, data fusion, ontological models, search engines, data analytics, ontology development, context model, data handling, semantic rules, ontological engineering, topic modeling, semantic technologies, descriptions logics, ontology-based context, semantic matching, computation theory, linked-open-data, formal specification, linked open datum, model check, open datum, semantic representation, embeddings, semantic features, data-driven approaches, data structures, large dataset, predictability, semantic processing, rdf, query processing, linked datum, semantic information, data integration, owl, web ontology language, database systems, social networking online, conceptual framework, data mining, semantic web technologies, fuzzy sets, decision making, semantic web rule language (swrl), semantic enrichment, semantic knowledge, decision tree, data heterogeneity, semantic ontology, decision making process, advanced analytics, semantic interoperability, ontologies, data management, data sourcing, conceptual modeling, context reasoning, semantic similarity, heterogeneous data sources, semantic reasoner, semantic services, modelling, data processing, fuzzy logic, data collection, data visualization, data warehouses, domain ontology, probabilistic logics, data aggregators, optimization, digital storage, real-world datasets, abstracting, ontology reasoning, temporal logic, semantic web, formal languages, ontology representations, ontological frameworks, data sharing, -semantic, data interoperability, heterogeneous data, data communication systems, graph databases, semantic models, ontology-based, data privacy, semantic annotations, semantic approach, commonsense knowledge, sparql, open data, semantic integration, resource description framework, data description, formal methods, protege.
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